a picture of all the Celtic world, a vast encyclopedia, conceived, however, in the
spirit of that finely co-ordinated literary unity in whit h the French mind excels.
. . , Fiom thfi welter of varied data M. Hubert trace-, the migration of the
Ccltb, arid distinguishes more clearly than his predecessors the two great groups,
the Biythons of the Continent and Britain, and the Goidels of Ireland and
Scotland. , . . He had the double competence of a Celticist and an Absyrio-
logist ; and 1m whole career was inspired b) the gift of symheMS.'1'
Sunday Twits.
THE GREATNESS AND DECLINE OF THE CELTS
By H. HUBERT.
With 3 maps, i6s, net.
This volume deals with the period of greatest Celtk exp.uv»i<m and the
subsequent decline. It describes Celtic settlements in Italy, GaUti.i, Spain^
Haul and the Danube valley ; the adventure of Celtic itifrcenarics in Kgypt
and elsewhere on the Mediterranean ; the rorujucsit of Celtic countries by the
Roman Empire ; and later struggles with inv.ulerw in Ireland, Scotland, and
Wales. A great part of the book is given to a Mirvey of the whole of ancient
Celtic life, including such subjects as the survival of primitive customs like
potlatdi and headhunting, the nature of the clan, the influence of the Druids
and the moralit of honour,
ANCIENT INDIA, and Indian
By P, MASSON-CHIR8EL, IL WIU.MAN-GRABOWSKA, and
P. STERN,
With 40 illustrations and 5 maps, about i6s, net.
This work presents native, pro-Moslem India. A description of the country
and its racea is followed by a summary of its history and an examination of
political, social and economic life. In the largest section, dealing with the
religions and philosophies, the authors, while emphasising the different way m
which the Indian mind works from the Western, give the essence of the various
beliefs and theories with remarkable clarity* The section ob literature, with
its delightful summaries of the plots of epics, plays, and stories, arid that on art,
with its interesting remarks on Indian and Western taste, complete a glowing
but accurate picture of a past world,
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By C. GUIGNKBKRT.

